


Beyond Cruises
by Group IST

Our unique programs are designed to provide a spectacular combination
of cultural and experiential tours, together with the comforts and personal
a�ention available only on small ship cruising vessels. Each one of our
ships has been designed to provide comfortable quarters and well 
furnished common areas.

The size of our ships allows us to access smaller ports that larger ships
cannot, and offers onboard experiences, such as on-deck barbecues, that
are not possible with larger groups. Our cruise directors and expert
guides, o�en native to the destination you will be visiting, are well
informed and knowledgeable about the history, culture, and customs of
the ports served.

Our programs can be custom tailored for small groups, incentives, and for
celebrating special occasions.

Perhaps more important is what not to expect:
• Long lines for ge�ing on and off the ship
• Extra charges for every excursion – most shore activities are included
• Arriving in port along with 1000 – 2000 other passengers swarming
the souvenir shops
• Spending more time on the ship than in the place you want to visit

Beyond Cruises believes in and practices responsible tourism, as well as
nature conservancy. We do not throw waste into the oceans and take care
to leave the destinations we visit as pristine as we can. Our vessels do not
destroy coral reefs nor natural sea life, and our program managers make
sure that our guests do not trample, burn or leave garbage in parks,
wetlands, or any areas being preserved for wildlife or human
conservation.

This brochure is meant to be a sampler of programs, introducing
interesting and beautiful destinations reached by small ships. Beyond
Cruises by Group IST is a wonderful mix of adventure, culture, relaxation
and memorable moments. If you are not enticed by the program
overviews in this brochure, please contact us for additional options.

Welcome aboard!



Seychelles

The epitome of island paradise, with lush green jungles,
powdery white sand beaches, and pristine turquoise
waters. Journey across the Indian Ocean to experience
the legendary beauty of this modern day Garden of
Eden. Seychelles is a remote archipelago off the east
coast of Africa made up of 115 islands, with a
population of approximately 90,000. Despite the remote
location, or perhaps because of it, the Seychelles has
attracted people from all over world since its discovery.
This has led to a melting pot nation, where a multitude
of races and religions are represented and reside
harmoniously. The year round balmy weather, unique
culture, breathtaking scenery, and collection of rare
species make Seychelles an unparalleled destination
you won’t want to miss.

 Included in Package:
   • Pre-cruise accommodations
   • Airport Meet and Greet
   • Transfers airport-hotel-ship
   • Baggage handling hotels & ship
   • 7 nights aboard the M/Y Pegasus
   • Most meals on pre-cruise and all meals on
       ship
   • Excursions as per itinerary
   • Services of a Professional English Speaking
      Guide
   • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
      with private SH/WC & air conditioning

Vessel: M/Y Pegasus

Prices from: $3,849 per person

PRE-CRUISE PACKAGE OPTIONS:

Dubai: Where old 
world tradition meets
extravagant modernity
in a cosmopolitan oasis.
Within the fiery,
unrelenting heat of the
desert, discover a
sprawling, progressive
metropolis of cool steel
and man-made wonders.

Safari in Kenya:
Experience the
wonders of Kenya.
Encounter the unique
wildlife of Africa
throughout diverse
landscapes, from
savannas to mountain
ranges.

Our 3 & 4 Night Seychelles Cruises Can Also Be Combined
With Our Dubai or Kenya Packages!

Ports of Call: Mahe Island • St. Anne • Curieuse
Cousin Island • Anse Lazio • Aride Island • St. Pierre

St. Anne • Felicite • La Digue • Moyenne Island • Mahe Island



Iceland

From active volcanic landscapes, erupting geysers, and
geothermal hot springs to thundering waterfalls,
massive glaciers and black-sand beaches, venture into
diverse and unique Iceland, The Land of Fire and Ice.”
Forged millions of years ago in volcanic eruptions,
Iceland is the youngest land mass in Europe. Its
isolated location and harsh environment lent to the
distinctive country we know today. One of the most
sparsely populated countries on earth, with around
only 30,000 residents, much of Iceland’s population
resides near the capital city. Icelanders take pride in
the natural beauty of their country and strive to both
preserve their fragile environment and harness the
benefits of the natural resources. In fact, almost all
electricity in Iceland is produced by renewable
resources, such as geothermal energy.
This voyage will take you on an adventure through a
one of a kind landscape. Visit some of the country’s
most famous landmarks and attractions. Discover a
land almost completely unaltered by human presence.
Interact with the locals, sample Icelandic cuisine and
be immersed in the history of this beautiful nation.

 Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • 7 nights aboard the M/S Panorama
 • Full-board: Buffet breakfast and two
    meals daily, including a Welcome
    Cocktail and Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking
    water free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide   

Ports of Call: 
Reykjavik to Akureyri: Reykjavik • Akranes

Patreksfjörður • Ísafjörður • Siglufjörður • Húsavík
Akureyri

Akureyri to Reykjavik: Akureyri • Húsavík
Siglufjörður • Ísafjörður • Patreksfjörður • Akranes

Reykjavik

Vessel: M/S Panorama

Prices from: $4,349 per person

Cruise Highlights: 
• Soak in the Famous Blue Lagoon Geothermal
   Spa.
• Explore the Inner Depths of the Langjökull
   Glacier.
• Visit the award-winning Herring Era Museum.
• Encounter Iceland’s Iconic Puffins.
• Explore Local Fishing Towns.
• Traverse Striking Geothermal Fields.



Adriatic
Odyssey

Sail through intoxicating blue waters to islands steeped
in ancient history. Explore medieval fortresses and relax
on blindingly white pebble beaches. Join us on this
exciting voyage as we unravel the wonders of the Ionian
and the Adriatic Seas.
Visit the popular Croatian capital city of Zagreb and the
enchanting Old Town of Dubrovnik. Traverse wooden
bridges over the vast, crystal blue lakes of Plitvice
Lakes National Park and be awed by the innumerable
cascading waterfalls. Sail along the aquamarine coast 
to the Greek islands to tour the impressive Achilleion
Palace on Corfu and the spectacularly preserved ruins
on Paxos. Discover one of the most remarkable
archaeological sites in the Adriatic region in Albania,
and the fortified medieval Old Town of Kotor in
Montenegro. Each port of call offers a glimpse of
ancient history and rich cultural diversity, surrounded
by delightfully diverse landscapes and serene seas.

 Included in Package:
 • 4 nights pre-cruise accommodations
 • Transfers, airport-hotel-ship
 • Baggage handling, hotels & ship
 • 7 nights aboard the M/Y Callisto
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins with
    private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water
    free all day onboard
 • Services of a Professional English Speaking
    Guide   

Ports of Call: Dubrovnik, Croatia • Korcula, Croatia
Bar, Montenegro • Paxos Island, Greece • Corfu, Greece

Saranda, Albania • Kotor, Montenegro • Dubrovnik, Croatia

Vessel: M/Y Callisto

Prices from: $4,419 per person

Cruise Highlights: 
• Enjoy 4 days in Croatia before boarding the
   ship.
• Explore the archaeological site of Butrint in
   Albania, which dates back to the Hellenistic and
   Ottoman times.
• Visit the impressive Achilleion Palace,
   surrounded by breathtaking gardens and statues
   inspired by Greek mythology.
• Discover ancient ruins and old world charm on
   the lesser known Greek island of Paxos.
• Swim in jewel toned water while enjoying the
   mild Mediterranean climate.



Classical
Greece

Join us on a journey to the southeastern corner of
Europe, where the islands of Greece are scattered
across the Aegean Sea. Unravel tales of Greek
mythology and the historical events behind them as
you tour Athens, one of the oldest cities in the world.
Explore the outdoor museum on the island of Delos,
one of the most famous archaeological sites in Greece
and the mythological birthplace of gods Artemis and
Apollo. Relax on the beach of the lesser known island
of Kythira and discover the hidden, medieval fortress
town of Monemvasia. Discover the remarkable ruins
of the ancient city of Mycenae, a once prosperous
civilization that provided inspiration for the famous
epics the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Home to cerulean waters, stunning white beaches, and
sun-bleached ancient ruins, Greece is one of the most
captivating destinations on earth.

 Included in Package:
 • Transfers
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • 7 nights aboard the M/Y Harmony G
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
 • Half-board: Buffet breakfast and 1 meal
    daily (lunch or dinner)
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking
    water free all day
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide   

Ports of Call: Athens • Kea • Delos • Mykonos • Santorini
Crete • Kythira • Monemvasia • Nafplion • Hydra

Vessel: M/Y Harmony G

Prices from: $2,890 per person

Cruise Highlights: 
• Explore ancient Athens while learning more
   about Greek mythology
• Cruise Greece’s breathtaking coast
• Visit Mykonos, one of the most famous
   islands in Greece
• Opportunity to visit significant
   archaeological sites, such as the prehistoric
   Minoan Palace of Knossos
• Visit the medieval town of Monemvasia
• Discover the enchanting island of Kythira



Greek Islands
Mini Cruises

Experience the wonders that Greece has to offer in
just short amount of time: translucent azure waters,
mountainous landscapes, iconic blue and white
architecture, and a culture centuries in the making.
Visit some of the more renowned Greek islands while
enjoying the intimacy of small ship cruising. Both the
4 Day and 5 Day cruises depart from Athens, the
country’s ancient capital, and sail through the Greek
Archipelago. Enjoy free time on the beautiful island of
Aegina, as yet unspoiled by mass tourism. Explore the
unique archaeological site of Delos, antiquity’s most
sacred island and the mythological birthplace of gods
Artemis and Apollo. Discover the picturesque beauty
and thriving nightlife of Mykonos, one of the most
famous islands in Greece.

 Included in Package:
 • 3 or 4 nights aboard the M/Y Callisto
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • Full-board: buffet breakfast and two
    meals daily, including a Welcome
    Cocktail and Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking
    water free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide

Prices from: $1,689 per person 
  

Ports of Call: 
3 Nights / 4 Days:  Athens • Aegina • Santorini

Delos • Mykonos
4 Nights / 5 Days: Athens • Aegina • Santorini

Mykonos • Delos • Syros

Vessel: M/Y Callisto

Cruise Highlights: 
• Cruise Greece’s breathtaking coast.
• Visit Mykonos, one of the most famous
   islands in Greece.
• Explore one of the largest outdoor museums
   in the world on the island of Delos, the
   spiritual center of Greece.
• Visit the impressive town of Ermoupolis,
   named for the god Hermes.
• Discover the enchanting crescent shaped
   island of Santorini.



Marne-
Rhine Canal

A journey along the Canal de la Marne au Rhin 
between Alsace and Lorraine. Embark the M/S 
Madeleine barge and cruise the crossroads of 
many cultures, combining unspoiled nature and 
exceptional architectural heritage.

 Included in Package:
 • Transfers on day 1 and 7 from and to
    Strasbourg
 • Baggage handling on vessel
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • 6 nights aboard the M/S Madeleine
 • All meals and drinks* onboard
 • Park Fees and Government Taxes
 • Free Wi-Fi in Lounge and Bar
 • All Port Fees
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide
 *Excludes drinks from onboard premium list and drinks
 ordered while on excursions.

Ports of Call: 
Lagarde to Strasbourg: Lagarde • Xouaxange
Lutzelbourg • Saverne • Waltenheim • Strasbourg

Strasbourg to Lagarde: Strasbourg • Waltenheim
Saverne • Lutzelbourg • Xouaxange • Lagarde

Vessel: M/S Madeleine

Prices from: $3,024 per person 
  

Cruise Highlights: 
• Embark on a wonderful journey through 
   charming towns and historic sites.
• Enjoy lunch by candlelight, while passing     
   through Arzviller and Niderviller Tunnels.
• Enjoy a leisurely hike through hop fields
   followed by beer tasting.
• Experience the beauty of the Zorn Valley.
• Visit Sarrebourg and Chagall trail, located at the    
   foot of the Vosges and the region of Alsace.



Rhône River
Embark the M/S Anne-Marie barge for a cruise 
along the Rhône River. Our journey carves 
through the heart of southern France as we 
pass quaint villages, rolling hills, lush forests 
and scenic vineyards.

 Included in Package:
 • Transfers on day 1 and 7 from and to
    Avignon
 • Baggage handling on vessel
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • 6 nights aboard the M/S Anne-Marie
 • All meals and drinks* onboard
 • Park Fees and Government Taxes
 • Free Wi-Fi in Lounge and Bar
 • All Port Fees
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide
 *Excludes drinks from onboard premium list and drinks
 ordered while on excursions.

Ports of Call: 
Arles to Sète: Arles • Gallician • Aigues-Mortes

Palavas-les-Flots • Sète

Sète to Arles: Sète • Palavas-les-Flots
Aigues-Mortes • Gallician • Arles

Vessel: M/S Anne-Marie

Prices from: $3,239 per person 
  

Cruise Highlights: 
• Embark on a wonderful journey through
   charming towns and historic sites.
• Tour the fortified city of Aigues-Mortes and the  
   salt marshes.
• Acquire knowledge of olive oil production in  
   Arles.
• Experience the beauty of the Camargue region.
• Enjoy a tour of the magnificent port city of Sète.



Costa Rica
& Panama

Unravel the wonders of the Pacific Coast in Costa Rica
and Panama. Cruise through cerulean waters to pristine
beaches and marvel at cosmopolitan cities on the 
fringe of impenetrable wilderness. Explore lush tropical
rainforests and glimpse rare, endangered wildlife found
nowhere else on earth.
Embark in Costa Rica, a country famed for its
biodiversity and dedication to conservation. Though
relatively small, Costa Rica is home to over 500,000
species and a quarter of the country has been devoted 
to protected parks and reserves. Discover unspoiled
beaches, dense forests, countless tropical birds and
inquisitive monkeys.
The next leg of our journey takes us down the coast to
Panama. A crossroads between the Americas, Panama 
is a unique blend of natural and urban. Panama City, 
with an infrastructure sometimes compared to Miami, is 
a thriving cosmopolitan city just a short distance from
some of the country’s vast, unspoiled wilderness.

Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • 7 nights aboard the M/S Panorama
 • Full-board: Buffet breakfast and two
    meals daily, including a Welcome
    Cocktail and Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking
    water free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide

Vessel: M/S Panorama

Prices from: $2,590 per person 
  

Ports of Call: 
Costa Rica to Panama:  Puerto Caldera, Costa Rica •Isla
Negritos, Costa Rica • Quepos, Costa Rica • Golfito, Costa 

Rica • Cébaco Island, Panama • Darién, Panamá
Panama City, Panama

Panama to Costa Rica: Panama City, Panama • Darién,
Panamá • Cébaco Island, Panama • Golfito, Costa Rica 

Quepos, Costa Rica • Isla Negritos, Costa Rica
Puerto Caldera, Costa Rica

Cruise Highlights: 
• Visit the world-renowned Panama Canal to learn
   about the inner workings of this complex structure.
• Witness the natural beauty preserved in the Casa
   Orquideas Private Reserve, a botanical garden
   featuring innumerable exotic species.
• Explore Corcovado National Park, the largest park
   in the country, home to several endangered species.
• Visit the wildlife sanctuary on the man-made Gatun
   Lake.
• Interact with the Embera Indians, one of the 7
   indigenous groups living in Panama.



Spain &
Portugal

Cruise along the Iberian Peninsula to behold the wonders
of Spain and Portugal, formerly believed by the Romans to
be the end of the world.
Begin in the Kingdom of Spain, renowned for its
picturesque Mediterranean beaches, breathtakingly
beautiful architecture, and laid-back attitude. Behold
spectacular examples of intricately designed Moorish
architecture. Glimpse towering Gothic cathedrals lining
cobblestone streets and ancient Roman ruins scattered
throughout the landscape. Comprised of a mélange of
cultural influences, Spain is sure to captivate even the 
most veteran traveler.
Following the splendors of Spain, venture into the
historically maritime country of Portugal. Travelers will
encounter a magnificent coastline, fantastical medieval
castles, and unforgettable sunsets. Walk along intricately
designed mosaic streets and sample local delicacies. 
End your day atop a sheer coastal cliff to watch the sun
disappear into the sea.
Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • 7 nights aboard the M/S Panorama
 • Full-board: Buffet breakfast and two meals
    daily, including a Welcome Cocktail and
    Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water
    free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Services of a Professional English Speaking
    Guide

Vessel: M/S Panorama

Prices from: $4,999 per person 
  

Ports of Call: 
Lisbon to Malaga:  Portimao, Portugal • Seville, Spain 

Cadiz, Spain • Gibraltar • Porto Banus, Spain • Malaga, Spain

Malaga to Lisbon: Malaga, Spain • Porto Banus, Spain
Gibraltar • Cadiz, Spain • Seville, Spain • Portimao, Portugal

Cruise Highlights: 
• Visit the historic town of Ronda, birthplace of modern  
   bullfighting.
• Discover the capital city of Seville, origin of flamenco  
   dancing.
• Observe the nautical ornamentation of the Belém  
   Tower and the St. Jerome Monastery in Lisbon, 
   constructed in the Manueline style.
• Visit the colorful Pena Palace in Sintra, set amongst  
   the hills, for a stunning view of the surrounding 
   national park.
• Observe Barbary macaques, the only wild monkey  
   colony in Europe, in Gibraltar.



Bali
& the Islands of Paradise

Embark on an island-hopping adventure through
paradise as we explore the Indonesian archipelago.
Traverse volcanic mountains covered in lush foliage
and glimpse a plethora of indigenous flora, such as the
Moon Orchid, and fauna, such as the Komodo dragon.
Snorkel amongst vibrant coral reefs, lounge along
picturesque coastlines, and interact with the
welcoming locals.
Encompassing over 17,000 islands scattered
throughout the Pacific and Indian oceans, Indonesia is
the largest archipelago on earth. Of these, about 8,000
of the islands are inhabited, while thousands remain
unoccupied. The archipelago’s location between the
Asian and Australian continents has spawned a unique
diversity, both cultural and environmental. Bali, The
Island of Gods, is perhaps the most exceptional
example of this diversity.

 Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • 7 nights aboard the M/S Panorama II
 • Full-board: Buffet breakfast and two meals
    daily, including a Welcome Cocktail and
    Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water
    free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Services of a Professional English
    Speaking Guide
 • Optional pre or post tour accommodations

Prices from: $5,969 per person 

Ports of Call: 
Bali • Saringi Island • Keramat Island • Satonda Island

Flores Island • Rinca Island • Padar Island
Moyo Island • Lombok Island

Vessel: M/S Panorama II

Cruise Highlights: 
• Observe the Komodo dragon, the largest living
   reptile on earth.
• Tour the mysterious salt-water crater lake on
   Satonda Island.
• Discover the breathtaking Mata Jitu Waterfall on
   secluded Moyo Island.
• Interact with the local Manggarai people on
   Flores Island
• Enjoy snorkeling and beach activities on Padar
   Island’s Pink Beach.



Mekong

Flowing through six countries, the Mekong is one of
the world’s most immense river systems. With a
biodiversity rivaled only by the Amazon river, the 
Mekong supports not only innumerable species but
thousands of people as well. Aboard the R/V Indochine
barge, we will discover the wonders of Southeast Asia.
Join us as we visit archetypal villages, sample local
cuisines, explore historical cities, and revel in the
tropical climate.

 Included in Package:
 • Transfers on day 1, 11 & 14 to/from airport.
 • Baggage handling on vessel
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • 10 nights aboard the R/V Indochine & 3
    nights in hotel accommodations
 • All meals and drinks*
 • Services of local English speaking guides
 *1 soft drink or 1 beer or 1 mineral water & 1 tea or
   coffee per person for each meal.

Ports of Call: 
Siem Reap to Ha Long Bay: Siem Reap • Angkor
Tonle Sap • Kampong Chhnang • Kampong Tralach
Koh Chen • Phnom Penh • Chau Doc • Sa Dec •

 Vinh Long • Cai Be • My Tho • Ho-Chi-Minh City  Ha-
noi • Ha Long Bay

Ha Long Bay to Siem Reap: Ha Long Bay • Hanoi 
Ho-Chi-Minh City • My Tho • Cai Be • Vinh Long
Sa Dec • Chau Doc • Phnom Penh • Koh Chen 

Kampong Tralach • Kampong Chhnang • Tonle Sap 
Angkor • Siem Reap

Cruise Highlights: 
• Navigate through the gorgeous Chao Gao
   Canal.
• Marvel at the awe-inspiring Angkor Temples.
• Visit the Royal Palace and its opulent Silver
   Pagorda in Phnom Penh.
• Tour the impressive Reunification Palace and    
   Notre Dame Cathedral in Ho-Chi-Minh City
• Participate in 3 day land excursion to Hanoi,
   one of the most ancient capitals in the world.

Vessel: R/V Indochine

Prices from: $3,759 per person



Cuba

Step back in time to a place rooted in culture and
history, where the people are as warm as the climate.
Once a prohibited destination, Cuba has long held the
potent allure of forbidden fruit. Our journey offers the
desirous traveler a chance to experience a locale
virtually unchanged for decades. Stroll cobblestone
streets past resplendent buildings and through
impressive squares. Recline on alabaster beaches and
swim in turquoise waters. Enjoy a ride in classic car and
sample a world-famous cigar. Experience the
enchantment of this unspoiled Caribbean gem..

 Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • Full-board: buffet breakfast and two meals
    daily, including a Welcome Cocktail and
    Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water
    free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Services of a Professional English Speaking
    Guide

Ports of Call: 
Havana to Cienfuegos (and reverse): Havana

Maria la Gorda • Isla Juventud • Casilda/Trinidad 
Cienfuegos

Cienfuegos to Santiago de Cuba (and reverse): 
Cienfuegos • Casilda/Trinidad • Manzanillo

Santiago de Cuba

Havana to Cienfuegos (and reverse) 
Cruise Highlights:
• Tour Old Havana and observe the renovation of it’s historic  
    architecture.
• Visit Trinidad, the meticulously well-preserved Spanish colonial  
    city.
• Discover Cienfuegos, the Pearl of the South, with it’s cluster of  
   Neoclassical structures.
• Enjoy sightseeing in the capital city of Nueva Gerona on the  
   Island of Youth.

Cienfuegos to Santiago de Cuba (and reverse) 
Cruise Highlights:
• Explore the capital of Santiago de Cuba, known for its colonial  
   architecture and revolutionary history.
• Uncover Manzanillo, a remote city known for its revolutionary  
   spirit and street organists.
• Discover Cienfuegos, the Pearl of the South, with it’s cluster of  
   Neoclassical structures.
• Visit Trinidad, the meticulously well-preserved Spanish colonial  
   city.

Vessel: M/Y Variety Voyager

Prices from: $3,808 & $4,308
per person



Eastern
Mediterranean

Embark on a journey through three countries steeped in
ancient history and mysticism. Begin in Israel, the ancient
holy land and pilgrimage site for Jews, Christians and
Muslims alike. Cruise through the Mediterranean to Egypt,
home of enduring monuments, long-dead pharaohs, and
legendary gods. Visit Cairo, Egypt’s capital city; discover
the Temple of Hatshepsut, the longest reigning female
Pharaoh; and spend a night in Luxor, the southern sec-
tion of the ancient capital of Thebes. Finish in Jordan, the
historically welcoming city that has offered sanctuary to
innumerable refugees.  Discover the unparalleled won-
ders that await amidst the sun scorched dunes and man 
made oases.
 
     Included in Package:
     • Accommodation in double or twin cabins with
         private SH/WC & air conditioning
     • 7 nights aboard the M/Y Harmony V
     • Full-board: buffet breakfast and two meals daily,
         including a Welcome Cocktail and Captain’s Dinner
     • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water 
         free all day onboard
     • Excursions as per itinerary
     • Transfer to Luxor, with overnight in hotel
     • Services of a Professional English Speaking Guide

Ports of Call: 
Egypt to Jordan: Herzliya, Israel • Port Said, Egypt

Suez, Egypt • Gubal Island • Luxor, Egypt
Aqaba, Jordan

Jordan to Egypt: Aqaba, Jordan • Luxor, Egypt 
Gubal Island • Suez, Egypt • Port Said, Egypt

Herzliya, Israel
   

Israel:  Discover a region 
with an immense and 
capricious history. Steeped 
in conflict and religious sig-
nificance since time imme-
morial, and set against an 
abundance of contrasting 
landscapes, Israel is one 
of the most fascinating 
destinations on earth.

Jordan: Known for its
warm people, ancient
ruins, and peaceful
stability, Jordan provides
the quintessential
Middle Eastern
experience. Uncover a
country where age-old
tradition entwines with
growing modernisation.

Vessel: M/Y Harmony V

Prices from: $3,369 per person

OPTIONAL PRE & POST PACKAGES:



India

Join us as we discover the mesmerizing, colorful
welcoming country that is India. Separated from most of
Asia by the Himalayan mountain range, India possesses 
a distinct history wrought with turmoil and ultimate
triumph. With its vast blend of people, religions, and
landscapes, India could be considered the epitome of
cultural diversity. Delve into the hustle and bustle of
Delhi, the country’s capital territory, and tour the ornate
city of Jaipur. Witness impressive feats of architecture,
both modern and historical, such as the spectacular Lo-
tus Temple and the renowned Taj Mahal. Interact with
congenial locals in villages virtually untouched by
modernity and learn more about their way of life.
Discover a nation that overwhelms the senses and leaves 
a lasting impression on all who visit.

Included in Package:
• Pre-cruise hotel accommodations
• All meals as specified in itinerary
• Accommodation on the ABN Rajmahal in double, twin    
   or single cabins with individual climate control
• Tea & coffee making facilities in cabins
• Excursions as per itinerary
• Services of a Naturalist onboard the vessel
• Services of Professional Local English Speaking
   Guides during excursions
• Entrance Fees to monuments & museums (single     
   entry)

Vessel: ABN Rajmahal

Prices from: $3,199 per person

Pre-Cruise Highlights:
• Visit the great Jama Masjid, the principal mosque of Old  
   Delhi.
• Explore the “Pink City” of Jaipur, including the City Palace  
   and Palace of the Winds.
• Visit the world-famous Taj Mahal, one of the finest 
   examples of Mughal architecture.
• Tour the Chand Baori, a stepwell comprised of 3,500  
   symmetrical steps descending 64 feet deep.
• Visit the impressive Lotus Temple and the Akshardham  
   Temple Complex.

Cruise Highlights:
• Tour the former French colony of Chandernagore.
• Visit the Hooghly Imambara mosque, built in 1841.
•Sail along the Lower Ganges, through mustard fields and  
   mango orchards.
• Explore the Hazarduari Palace Museum and its stunning  
   collection of antiquities.
• Interact with the locals in the charming brassworking
   village of Matiari.



Thailand
Embark on a journey along the spectacular west coast of
Malaysia and Thailand. Between the more popular holi-
day destinations of Penang and Phuket, there is a med-
ley of enchanting islands and villages to explore, each 
with their own charms – and often far fewer travelers to 
contend with. Tour the idyllic town of Langkawi, enjoy the 
relaxed pace of local life in Koi Yao Yai, discover waterfalls
tucked away in the jungle, and use the Andaman Sea as
your swimming pool. Splendid Buddhist temples,
celebrated food vendors, pristine beaches and a
welcoming culture are just some of the alluring aspects 
of this South-East Asian paradise.

 Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • 7 nights aboard the M/S Panorama II
 • Full-board: buffet breakfast and two meals
    daily, including a Welcome Cocktail and
    Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water
    free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Transfers to and from excursions
 • Services of a Professional English Speaking
    Guide.

Vessel: M/Y Panorama II

Prices from: $3,020 per person 
  

Cruise Highlights: 
• Experience a home-cooked Thai dinner with a
   local family at Bung Ae House Homestay.
• Visit the breathtaking Telaga Tujuh Waterfalls.
• Tour the UNESCO site of Penang Old Town.
• Ride a cable car to the highest point on
   Langkawi for a spectacular 360 degree view of    
   the sea and surrounding islands.
• Spot colorful tropical fish on one of the many
   snorkeling opportunities.

Ports of Call: 
Penang to Phuket: Penang • Langkawi • 

Koh Tarutao • Koh Rok Noi • Ao Nang • Koh Yao Yai
Phuket



Vietnam

With miles of beautiful coastline, Vietnam is an ideal
cruising destination. Under colonial rule until the 1970’s,
Vietnam has a rich and uniquely blended culture.
Embark on a memorable journey from the northern city
of Hanoi, the nation’s capital, to the southern Ho Chi
Minh City, more commonly known as Saigon.
Experience a blend of old world tradition and new age
modernity. Observe time-honored pottery methods in the
village of Bau Truc and explore the burgeoning port city
of Da Nang. Tour the historic city of Hue, the former
imperial capital during the Nguyen Dynasty, and lounge
on the beautiful beaches of Dao Ly Son Island. Sample
regional cuisines, interact with friendly locals, and revel
in all that this South-East Asian gem has to offer.

 Included in Package:
 • Accommodation in double or twin cabins
    with private SH/WC & air conditioning
 • 14 nights aboard the M/S Panorama II
 • Full-board: buffet breakfast and two meals
    daily, including a Welcome Cocktail and
    Captain’s Dinner
 • Regular (filter) coffee, tea and drinking water
    free all day onboard
 • Excursions as per itinerary
 • Transfers to and from excursions
 • Services of a Professional English Speaking
    Guide.

Vessel: M/Y Panorama II

Prices from: $5,635 per person 
  

Cruise Highlights: 
• Enjoy the scenery of Ha Long Bay, Vietnam’s
   must-see natural wonder of limestone islands
• Venture to remarkable Phong Nha-Ke Bang
National Park, known for vast cave systems and
   rich wildlife.
• Visit the sand dunes of Mui Ne and the nearby
   Fairy Spring
• Gain insight into the American-Vietnam War in
   the Vinh Moc Tunnels and the Khe Sanh Combat
   Base.
• Visit the famous pottery craft village of Bau Truc.

Ports of Call: 
Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City: Hanoi • Ha Long Bay 

Hon La • Vinh Moc • Hue • Da Nang • Hoi An
Quy Nonh • Nha Trang • Phan Rang • Phan Tiet •Phu My

Ho-Chi-Minh City



Pre & Post Extensions
for Southeast Asia

Malaysia
Penang: This 3-day pre-cruise
extension centers around the Malay-
sian state of Penang. Tour the UNES-
CO World Heritage Site of historical
George Town, prepare delicious
Malaysian cuisine in a cooking class,
visit the Penang State Museum of
Botanical Gardens, and see the fa-
mous gold plated Reclining Buddha.

Kuala Lumpur: Depart Penang and
fly to Kuala Lumpur for this 4-day pre-
cruise excursion. Tour the key sites of
the city, including National Monument
and National Mosque. Embark a
wooden rowboat for the Kuala Selan-
gor Fireflies tour. Travel to quaint local
villages and to Royal Selangor Pewter,
the world’s largest pewter factory.

Included in packages:
• Meals as per itinerary
• Transport as per itinerary
• Hotel accommodations
• Excursions as per itinerary
• Entrance/Admission Fees where
   applicable with included activities
• Services of a Professional
   English Speaking Guide
• Domestic flights*
*Only applicable to Kuala Lumpur package
   

Thailand
Bangkok: Embark on a gastronomic
tour of bustling Bangkok on this 2-day
post-cruise extension. Sample 
mouthwatering delicacies, like pork 
satay and the famous pad thai, from 
various street stalls and visit a lo-
cal market to learn more about Thai 
ingredients. Visit an orchard, interact 
with the farmers, and participate in a 
cooking demonstration.

Kanchanaburi: Journey from
Bangkok to Kanchanaburi for this 3-
day post-cruise extension. Visit
several temples and historical sites,
such as Wat Phanan Cheoeng and 
the Hellfire Pass Memorial. Ride the 
rails along Kwai Noi River from Nam 
Tok station and take a dip near the
waterfalls of Erawan National Park.

Included in packages:
• Meals as per itinerary
• Transport as per itinerary
• Hotel accommodations
• Excursions as per itinerary
• Entrance/Admission Fees where
   applicable with included activities
• Services of a Professional English  
   Speaking Guide or Local Guides 
  

Vietnam
Hanoi: Explore the capital city of
Hanoi during this 3-day pre-cruise
excursion. Wander through Dong
Xuan market and the Old Quarter.
Visit nearby Ninh Binh province and
the UNESCO Trang An Landscape
Complex, remarkable for its limestone
peaks and caves.

Sa Pa: Depart Hanoi for an overnight
train ride to rural Sa Pa on this 5-day
pre-cruise excursion. Trek through
elegant rice paddy terraces and
bamboo forests, through villages and
idyllic countryside. Visit local markets
and interact with the welcoming
residents.

Ho Chi Minh City: Begin this 4-
day post-cruise excursion exploring 
the Mekong Delta, a complex region 
of rivers, canals, and villages. Return 
to Ho Chi Minh City for a tour of this
sprawling metropolis.

Included in packages:
• Meals as per itinerary
• Transport as per itinerary
• Hotel accommodations
• Excursions as per itinerary
• Entrance/Admission Fees where
   applicable with included activities
• Services of a Professional English     
   Speaking Guide or Local Guides



Our Ships

For more information visit
www.beyondcruises.com or call 1-800-833-2111

Prices & programs based on those in effect as of September 15th, 2018

ABN Rajmahal R/V Indochine

M/Y Pegasus M/S Panorama M/Y Callisto

M/Y Harmony G M/Y Variety Voyager M/Y Harmony V

M/S Madeleine M/S Panorama II M/S Anne-Marie


